
Industry Governance Group                  Conference Call Meeting Minutes 

 
Date: 08.05.2013 

Chair: Aileen O Connor, RMDS 

Attendees: RMDS – Dave Walshe, Alice Mooney, Louise Curran, Jim Mahony 

MRSO –  Jim Long, Gerry Halligan 

Energia –  Paul McCormick 

Electric Ireland – Sean Doolin, Tom Shiels 

Airtricity – Seana Browne 

ESBN – Carmel O Connor, Paul Mallon, Mary Mulcahy, Kieran 

Finucane 

Gemserv –  Peter Varley, Ben Coates 

CER –  Seán mac an Bhaird 

BGE – Joseph O Dowd 

Apologies:  

Version: V1.0 

 
 
Agenda: 
 

1. Actions from previous call  

2. CER Update 

3. Gemserv Update  

4. MRSO Update  

5. ESB Networks Update  

6. Market Design Update  

7. Notice Board Planned Maintenance, Reminders from IGG, etc. 

8. AOB 

 
 

1.  Actions from Previous Call 
 

 Open Actions: 
 
No open items. 
 

 

 
2.  CER Update  
 

 S mac an Bhaird provided the CER Update 
 
S mac an Bhaird reported that CER are in the process of finalising the Retail Market Report for 
2012. They are due to meet with the Minister to present the report.  S Browne asked if there 
was any update on when the Debt Flagging Review will be published and whether the result will 
have an impact on the schema. S mac an Bhaird reported that the review is with the CER 
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2.  CER Update  
 

Management at the moment, but he did not believe that it will have an impact on the schema.  
S mac an Bhaird agreed to come back with timelines. 
 
New Action: Debt Flagging Review – S mac an Bhaird to report back with timelines for 
publication. 
 

 
3.  Gemserv Update   
 

 P Varley gave an update on the October MDR Assurance Approach 
 
Approval of the MDR Assurance Approach for the October Release was deferred at the last 
IGG and approval being sought at the Conference Call.  P Varley advised that comments were 
received from one participant only, changes were made and a revised version was issued and 
updated on the RMDS website. These changes were not of a material nature.  S Doolin advised 
that approval could not be given as EI have been seriously impacted by all of the Tibco and 
EMMA issues since H&SP Go Live.  He stated that the Assurance Approach did not work for 
H&SP and so therefore the same approach should not be adopted for the October Release.  A 
O Connor stated that there were two separate issues and what was being looked for today was 
approval for an assurance approach for the testing of two Market Changes.  The technical 
Tibco issues were being addressed separately.   S Doolin stated that the Assurance Approach 
should be conjoined with proven resolution of the present communications problems and that 
approval for the Assurance Approach should not be given until such resolution has been 
achieved.  S mac an Bhaird asked S Doolin to email comments and they would be discussed 
internally in CER. 
 
New Action: October MDR Assurance Approach – EI to forward details of concerns 
regarding Assurance Approach for October Release to CER by Friday 10/05/2013 
 
B Coates gave an update on PIR Phase 2 
 
PIR Phase 2 questionnaire will be issued to Market Participants.  A O Connor stated that 
Gemserv had looked for feedback from Market Participants at the last IGG if there was a 
necessity for Phase 2 based on the results from Phase 1.  As a result there was an Action on 
MPs to provide feedback.  A response was received from one Supplier who stated that it should 
be completed urgently.  This was supported by Airtricity and BGE.  P McCormick stated they 
did not think a Phase 2 was required but rather a final report to include Lessons Learned.  
Energia were happy however to go with the majority.  A O Connor stated that the Action would 
be closed and the decision was to go ahead with PIR 2.  S Doolin requested that, as outlined in 
feedback from EI, it should have emphasis on root cause, testing approach and application of 
basic controls and that there should be a Terms of Reference drafted.  A O Connor stated that 
it was not usual that there would be Terms of Reference for a PIR but under the circumstances 
it would provide greater transparency and avoid misinterpretation as to what was being 
included.  P Varley agreed to draft Terms of Reference. This would be circulated in advance of 
the next IGG for approval.  
 
New Action: PIR Phase 2 – Gemserv to draft Terms of Reference 
 
S Doolin also stated that he had looked for a final report on the Tibco Issues and resolution 
through the Supplier Rep on the ReMCoSG and this had not been delivered.  S mac an Bhaird 
agreed to follow up for this final report. 
 
New Action: Final Report on Tibco Issues – S mac an Bhaird to follow up with ReMCoSG 
regarding Final Report on cause and resolution of Tibco issues. 
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4. MRSO Update 

 

 No Update 

 
5.  ESB Networks  
 

 P Mallon provided an update on recent TIBCO issues. 
 
P Mallon reported that there had been a number of incidences related to Supplier EMMAs such 
as IP Changes and EMMAs being offline.  One MP currently has a serious performance issue 
and there is a temporary fix in place for this. Another MP had an EMMA Application error which 
occurred at approx. 6.30pm on 7

th
 May and there was a further EMMA down in conjunction with 

that so that there were two EMMAs out of operation.  This resulted in a backlog of messages in 
the Central Hub and delays on 8

th
 May but mostly cleared at the time of the Conference Call.  A 

review is being carried out to investigate these issues further.  
 
P Mallon requested that MPs monitor the size of their EMMA database.  If Oracle XE is 
implemented there is an 11GB limit under the licence conditions.  To increase this requires 
additional licence fee. This threshold should not be breached or it could lead to potential 
problems to the HUB. 
 
S Browne enquired what is the reconciliation process being undertaken at the moment.  P 
Mallon advised that there is a 602 Reconciliation for ROI on a 24 hour basis, both for incoming 
and outgoing messages.  This reconciliation is being monitored daily.  There was an issue with 
the accuracy of the 602 previously but this has been corrected.  In addition unprocessed 
messages from the Central Hub are being monitored on a daily basis and also at multiple times 
during the day.  There should be no missing messages since 24

th
 March as issues have been 

delays rather than missing messages. P McCormick enquired if it was possible to get a list of all 
messages from 24

th
 March and if all messages had been received.  P Mallon requested that if 

any Supplier has any missing messages they should email RMDS with details and they will co-
ordinate with MRSO.   J Long stated that MRSO has provided lists of Idocs to three Suppliers 
with details from mid Jan to approx. 10

th
 April.  Lists to the end of April will be complete by the 

end of next week and circulated to Suppliers.  This will be continued for May on request from 
Suppliers.  S Browne asked if it was possible to get the reconciliation being carried out by ESB 
Networks documented and P Mallon agreed that he would provide this. 
 
New Action: Reconciliation Process – P Mallon to document the Reconciliation Process 
currently being carried out by ESBN 
 
S mac an Bhaird further emphasised the importance of Supplier checks on the EMMA database 
and that the Oracle XE limit of 11GB should not be breached. 
 
P Mallon reported that ESBN are currently reviewing all the issues that have occurred.  T Shiels 
asked what was the difference between the review being carried out by ESBN and that being 
carried out by Gemserv.  P Mallon replied that it had a technical basis with regard to the 
solution.  P Mallon stated that he had a duty to report any additional findings to the Market.  T 
Shiels expressed the view that these issues are going on for a long time and, with respect to 
ESBN and Gemserv, felt that it should be an independent third party engaged to carry out a 
review with a fresh approach.  A O Connor stated that this should be a joint jurisdictional 
proposal agreed by both Regulators and so recommended that it be brought to the next 
ReMCoWG and would therefore be referred to the ReMCoSG. 
 
New Action: Independent Review of Tibco – A O Connor to bring the proposal of an 
Independent Tibco Review to the next ReMCoWG for subsequent referral to ReMCoSG 
 
P Mallon reported that it is essential that Suppliers include their mobile numbers when sending 
back their Technical Contact details.  RMDS have co-ordinated MP Technical Contacts over the 
past week and A O Connor thanked those who had provided details.  
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5.  ESB Networks  
 

 

 
6.  Market Design Update  
 

 MCR1130 V5.0 WP for De-Energisation of Essential Plant Sites 
 
Approval was deferred at the IGG of 10/04/13 as agreement was not reached as to how to 
notify Occupants of Common Areas in Apartment/Office Block – Working Practice states that 
the Supplier will issue a letter to the occupants advising them that de-energisation is being 
scheduled.  ESBN require that the occupants are alerted as it has safety implications but are 
willing to accept alternative suggestions.   
 
Action 852 was raised Suppliers to provide feedback on how Point 2 for Section 2 
Common Areas is carried out, or suggest alternatives.  Feedback was received from one 
Supplier which had been forwarded to ESBN.  M Mulcahy looked for agreement on the 
following to be included in the WP: 
 
‘Supplier will make every effort to ensure that all residents and tenants receive adequate 
notice of Supplier’s intention to proceed with disconnection of supply.  At a minimum the 
Supplier will ask Management Company / Residents Association to have a notice displayed 
prominently in all Hallways, Common Areas and Notice boards advising of the imminent de-
energisation.’ 
 
Approval was given for MCR1130 (Version 6) subject to this change being made.   

 
7. Notice Board: Planned Maintenance, Reminders from IGG etc 
 

 
Action 840 – Defect on 030MM – ESBN to provide MP with list of MPRNs affected 
This defect is still being worked on and action will be kept open until defect fixed and MPRNs issued to 
MPs. 
 
Action 841 – Erroneous Transfers – Suppliers to forward feedback 
A O Connor advised that feedback had been received from two Suppliers and that further feedback 
would be appreciated.  
 
RMDS Customer Satisfaction Survey – Reminder that the Closing Date is 24

th
 May and all feedback 

welcome 
 
Longterm Consumption Adjustment Working Group is scheduled for 16

th
 May 2-5pm – please 

RSVP to RMDS to confirm your attendance.   

 
8. AOB 
  

 J O Dowd looked for an update on the Deemed Contracts.  S mac an Bhaird reported a new 
staff member in CER has been assigned to this and is currently carrying out a spec on what 
needs to be done.  Consultation paper will then need to issue.  S mac an Bhaird advised that 
he has to come back to the next GMARG with timelines. 
 

 
Next IGG: 12

th
 June (Dublin)  Next Conference Call: 10

th
 July 

 
The dial-in details are as follows: 
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LoCall: 0818 301 111  
 
Local Access: +353-(0)1- 664 8888  
 
Guest Passcode (Pin):167172 
 
If dialling from the UK the following International toll free number can be used: 0800 358 6399 

 


